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Abstract
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3519939.3523454

Intermittently operating embedded computing platforms
powered by energy harvesting require software frameworks
to protect from errors caused by Write After Read (WAR)
dependencies. A powerful method of code protection for
systems with non-volatile main memory utilizes compiler
analysis to insert a checkpoint inside each WAR violation
in the code. However, such software frameworks are oblivious to the code structureÐand therefore, inefficientÐwhen
many consecutive WAR violations exist. Our insight is that
by transforming the input code, i.e., moving individual write
operations from unique WARs close to each other, we can
significantly reduce the number of checkpoints. This idea
is the foundation for WARio: a set of compiler transformations for efficient code generation for intermittent computing.
WARio, on average, reduces checkpoint overhead by 58%,
and up to 88%, compared to the state of the art across various
benchmarks.

1 Introduction
We have a long way to go to make Internet of Things (IoT)
self-sustainable, self-recyclable, and carbon-neutral. Fortunately, the first steps to remove polluting components from
IoT devices have already been taken, with batteries being
the principal focus [15, 61]. The resulting battery-free systems [20, 51] are embedded devices powered by ambient
energy (such as solar radiation or vibrations) where the
energy is stored in small (super-) capacitors. So far many
battery-free devices have been demonstrated, ranging from
experimental handheld gaming platforms [13], networks for
long-term, hard-to-reach infrastructure monitoring [1] to
commercial wireless IoT tags [58]. One should expect more
complex battery-free devices in the coming years.
Problem Statement. Capacitors hold orders of magnitude less energy than batteries, which means that their energy supply is intermittent as they must recharge. Therefore,
power failures are common, causing computational intermittency [29]. Intermittent operation causes the computational
state to be lost unless explicitly saved in Non-Volatile Memory before a power failure and restored afterward.
The obvious solution to maintain forward progress is to
store the volatile computation state at predefined intervals
(by number of clock cycles or by number of instructions)
through checkpoints. However, copying all volatile memory
regions to NV memory is inefficient (as unmodified memory regions would also be re-saved). Another option is to
use a fully non-volatile processor architecture [30, 52], with
all components realized with non-volatile logic gates. Sadly,
fully non-volatile microcontroller architectures are disadvantageous compared to their volatile counterparts, as it is
difficult to optimize cost, access speed, number of read/write
cycles, and density for these gates. Instead, processor architectures for intermittently-powered systems often rely on
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Unit (MCU) architectures that use non-volatile main memory: Non-Volatile memory corruption in variable manipulations with WAR dependencies caused by re-execution. This
problem, often referred to as a WAR violation [34, 57], was
first observed in [48] and is schematically presented in Figure 1. Suppose the power fails after a ‘Write‘ in a WAR operation. During re-execution, the ‘Read‘ of that same WAR operation will read the newly written value instead of the original value. This is because the checkpoint restoration only
restores the registers, not the memory. To prevent this memory corruption we must place a checkpoint before executing the ‘Write‘ of a WAR operation. This way, re-execution
starts after the ‘Read‘ operation has already been completed.
Throughout this paper, we use the term WAR violation (or
simply WAR) to refer to these possible memory corruption locations which are caused by re-execution following a power
failure. When we refer to resolving a WAR, we refer to the
placement of a checkpoint between its ‘Read‘ and ‘Write‘ to
create two distinct idempotent regions.
A state-of-the-art approach is to detect idempotent regions by looking for instruction sequences that perform a
WAR to the same memory address, and placing checkpoints
at the boundaries of these regions [57], Figure 1 (middle).
Nonetheless, strategic checkpoint placement of [57], which
performs this task automatically at compile time, does not
perform any transformations to reduce the number of introduced checkpoints (which are often over-instrumented).
Our fundamental insight is that in a code region with many
consecutive WAR violations, moving the ‘Write‘ operations
belonging to these WARs to a later stage in the code, i.e., clustering them, will reduce the number of checkpoints needed,
thereby increasing the performance of intermittent computing. The more consecutive (unrelated) WAR operationsÐthe
more benefit from checkpoint reordering, which reduces the
execution time. This reduction is clearly seen in Figure 1
(right), halving the number of checkpoints inserted by [57]
(Figure 1 (middle)). To implement the transformations mentioned above, we use NOELLE [36], an LLVM [41] plugin that
uses alias analysis [4, 53] to compute a Program Dependence
Graph (PDG) (among other information).
Our Contributions. We present WARio, Write After
Read Intermittent-computing Optimizer, a set of compiler
transformations for intermittently-executed programs to reduce checkpoint overhead. WARio builds upon the techniques introduced in Ratchet [57] and operates both in the
middle end and the back end of the compiler. In the middle
end, ➀ WARio introduces two novel algorithms that cluster
the ’Write’ operations of several WARs to reduce the required
number of checkpoints. In the back end, ➁ WARio reduces
the number of checkpoints by introducing a hitting set algorithm to select the checkpoint locations to resolve back-end
WARs (in addition to the existing hitting set in the middle
end [57]) and by ➂ protecting stack pointer modifications in
a novel way that requires fewer checkpoints.

WARio (this work)
state of the art
unoptimized code
optimized code

< ... >
R Reg1 = a

W
R

a = Reg1 + 1
Reg2 = b

W

b = Reg2 + 1

{power off}

< ... >
R Reg1 = a
checkpoint()
W a = Reg1 + 1
R Reg2 = b
checkpoint()
W b = Reg2 + 1

< ... >

initial state

Registers
Reg1 = ∅; Reg2 = ∅;
NV variables a = 4; b = 2;

before power oﬀ

Registers
Reg1 = 4; Reg2 = 2;
NV variables a = 5; b = 3;

aer restart

Registers
Reg1 = ∅; Reg2 = ∅;
NV variables a = 5; b = 3;

aer re-execution

Registers
Reg1 = 5; Reg2 = 3;
NV variables a = 6; b = 4;

< ... >
R Reg1 = a
R Reg2 = b
checkpoint()

W a = Reg1 + 1
W b = Reg2 + 1

{power off}

{power off}

< ... >

< ... >

restore location

power oﬀ location

incorrect increment aer restart
correct increment aer restart
power on

on

capacitor voltage
power oﬀ

time
correct here: a = 5; b = 3;
error here, expected: a = 5; b = 3;

Figure 1. Three versions of the same code snippet demonstrating Non-Volatile Memory corruption, its mitigation, and
our optimization. A checkpoint records only the registers
(Reg1 and Reg2). The variables (a and b) are in Non-Volatile
Memory (NVM) and not restored after a power failure. The
unprotected code (left) executes until the power failure, reading from and writing to the Non-Volatile (NV) variables. A
restart does not undo any modifications to NVM, resulting
in incorrect re-execution caused by a Write After Read to
the NV variables. By placing a checkpoint of the registers
between the read (R) and write (W) of a WAR, state-of-theart systems such as Ratchet [57] (center figure, unoptimized
code) avoid this memory corruption caused by re-execution.
WARio (our work) aims to reduce the number of required
checkpoints by clustering writes to NVM, reducing the number of required checkpoints (right figure, optimized code).
mixed volatility memory [26, 32, 57]1 . The processor houses
an on-board, byte-addressable Non-Volatile Memory, often in
the form of Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM) or
Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM). These
mixed-memory architectures are still uncommon, but are
actively being developed [3, 55]. In these architectures, the
main memory is non-volatile, and only the CPU registers
and configurations (e.g., peripheral settings and operating
frequency) are volatile. This way, only the registers need
to be saved at a checkpoint to maintain forward progress
across power failures. Relying on NV memories significantly
reduces the cost of a single checkpoint by saving only the
(live) registers. However, state-of-the-art static solutions using NV main memory require frequent checkpoints, often at
the basic block level. Moreover, selective (instruction-level)
checkpoint placement must account for the unique problem present in contemporary (and future) Microcontroller
1 Cache

architectures are limited in most embedded architectures compared
to their desktop counterparts and not considered [26, 32, 57]
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The transformation steps ➀ś➂ of WARio reduce checkpointing overhead for continuous-checkpointing-based intermittent computation. Compared to Ratchet [57], a state
of the art system, WARio reduces the checkpoint overhead
by up to 88%, and on average by 58%, considering a broad
set of software benchmarks.

2 Battery-Free Intermittent Computing
Eliminating batteries from embedded computing platforms
brings many benefits, such as reducing the size of the overall system and lowering its environmental footprint. Many
systems that are normally powered by batteries have been
shown to operate battery-free. These include battery-free
handheld gaming platform [13], battery-free phone [54],
battery-free eye tracking [27] and various forms of batteryfree wireless sensors such as [1, 12, 24, 46, 56].
Battery-free operation using harvested ambient energy
might cause power supply intermittency to the device. To
protect the code operating on such device different classes
of software systems were developed that support the correctness of intermittent operation. We describe them here.
Hardware Systems. In hardware-based checkpointing
systems, checkpoints that snapshot certain memory regions
of a battery-free device can be triggered either by a capacitor voltage monitor [8, 23, 25, 49] or by an external timer,
and not from within the code itself (as shown in Figure 1).
Another hardware system is based on monitoring store and
load addresses of a battery-free system through an external hardware module to detect memory inconsistencies [21].
All these hardware systems, although performing their intended task of computation consistency protection, are either not widely available [21], copy large memory regions
(as they do not track which addresses were accessed), or are
imprecise [8, 23, 49] causing potential incorrect recovery
(see also [10, Section 2.2.2]). For this reason software-only
systems are still a preferred alternative to guarantee computation consistency protection.
Software Systems with Manual Code Adaptation. Certain software systems for intermittent execution require manual transformation of the original code using a special API.
Therein, input code must be transformed to special sections,
i.e. tasksÐatomic code blocks matched to a specific energy
budgetÐthat when interrupted by power failure will restart
from the beginning of the task definition. Such frameworks
include [35, 50, 60]. Manual code transformation has its price
as it requires extra work from a programmer [26, Section 5.4].
Moreover, a programmer must learn a new Domain-Specific
Language (DSL). Also, a programmer needs to dimension
the idempotent code, i.e., tasks, to a specific energy budgetÐ
requiring the programmer to rewrite the tasks when the
target energy harvesting environment changes (say, from
average available power on time from 2 s to 0.5 s).
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Software Systems with Automatic Code Adaptation.
These software systems can be further divided into codeoblivious [26] and code-aware [57]. In code-oblivious systems,
checkpoints copy volatile memory to a NV region with extra information. As a consequence, such checkpoints have a
significant checkpoint and restore time. Checkpoint systems
that also include logging [26, 32] introduce large overhead
to track memory accesses dynamically. In contrast, in codeaware systems, checkpoints are inserted statically at compile
time at specific regions of the code, i.e. at read locations of
every WAR operation (as in Figure 1 (center figure)). This
makes checkpoint creation and restoration faster compared
to code-oblivious systems. Since the checkpoint saves and restores only the information in use, i.e., the live registers and
nothing extra. Our conjecture regarding software development
for intermittently-powered devices is as follows. Preferred
software systems will be the ones that are (i) code-aware, (ii)
automatic, (iii) code-transforming, and (iv) compiler-based.
Simply, such software systems will require less extra data being copied, and will not require specialized hardware support.
Such systems however are sill far from ideal.

3 WARio System Design
Addressing the problem presented in Section 1 we present
WARio. During compilation, WARio performs multiple optimizations targeted at reducing the number of WAR violations
in the C code. WARio possesses the following features. ➊
Support for General Purpose C Programs: WARio takes
a regular embedded C code and automatically transforms
it to a WAR-protected executable; ➋ Oblivious to Energy
Conditions: No prior information on the battery-free system’s energy use or input harvested energy is needed prior
(and during) compilation into a WAR-protected executable;
➌ Support for Short Device Activity Times: WARio guarantees forward progress at short device activity times, i.e.
in the order of tens of milliseconds; ➍ No Programmer
Involvement: WARio does not expect to restructure the
program manually to help resolve any WAR dependency;
and ➎ Interrupt Support: During checkpoint placement
WARio makes sure that there can be no WAR violations
caused by interrupts pushing information to the stack.
3.1 WARio Architecture
WARio targets the following platform: (i) a single processor embedded system (MCU); (ii) direct physical memory
access, i.e., no virtual memory; (iii) no data cache, (iv) register access/‘bare metal’, i.e., no operating system; and (v)
non-volatile byte-addressable main memory.
WARio’s architecture consists of a set of Intermediate Representation (IR)-based compiler transformations executed in
a specific order, as presented in Figure 2. All of the components of WARio are described in detail below.
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Figure 2. WARio architecture. Input plain C code is transformed, through a set of middle and back end compiler transformations
described in Section 3.1, to an output Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) binary file that can be executed (guaranteeing
no NVM corruption caused by WARs) on an intermittently-powered system. The complete WARio system consists of all the
W ; other combinations are used to evaluate performance of individual transformations in
transformations marked with a ○
Section 5.2.1. The transformations marked as existing where introduced in prior work [57]. The transformations marked as
optional are not needed to avoid WAR violations, but improve the performance by reducing the number of inserted checkpoints.
3.1.1 WARio Front End. WARio takes the C code of a
project aimed to be run on a intermittently-powered device
and converts it to LLVM IR, per each C source file. Subsequently, WARio merges individual IR files into a single (combined) IR of the whole project. We note that both these steps
are standard front end compiler transformations (marked as
the gray area in Figure 2).

insertion point (the destination of the to-be-moved WAR
store instructions, i.e., the loop latch) must post-dominate
all the relocated store instructions in order not to change
the semantics of the loop (Line 13). The final requirement is
that the loop does not contain any function calls, as those
implicitly cause checkpoints hindering our ability to cluster
the writes (Line 11).
▶ Loop Unrolling: If a loop is a candidate, Loop Write Clusterer unrolls it 𝑁 times (Line 4 in Algorithm 1). The IR resulting from the unroll step is shown in Figure 3ÐUnrollLoop
for an unroll factor of 𝑁 = 3.
▶ Loop Analysis: Loop analysis is a necessary operation
of Loop Write Clusterer, as simply moving all the writes
to the loop latch is insufficient to retain the loop semantics.
Let us therefore proceed with introducing the analysis steps
(Line 17 in Algorithm 1) that will be needed to perform
correct code transformation (Line 24 in Algorithm 1). The
first step is the obtainment of loop dependency graph (Line 18
in Algorithm 1), from which the WAR and Read After Write
(RAW) dependencies are obtained (Line 19 and Line 20 in
Algorithm 1, respectively).
▶ Clustering WAR Writes: Unrolled loops, denoted as 𝐿 ′,
are passed for analysis using the PDG information (Line 5
in Algorithm 1), which are later on transformed (Line 6 in
Algorithm 1) resulting in a set of WARs that are postponed,
resulting in moved WAR writes (store instructions) shown
in Figure 3ÐClusterWarWrites.
▶ Early-exit Handing: When moving all writes to the insertion point, i.e., the loop latch, WARio potentially skips
writing those values to NVM due to early exits, e.g., exits introduced due to unrolling. The transformation must
guarantee that any early exit (ModifyExits in Algorithm 1)
that follows a postponed write contains a copy of that postponed write. Otherwise, exiting a loop early (by reaching
the desired number of iterations during execution before the
end of the unrolled loop) would not execute the postponed
write to NVM, invalidating the program execution. Figure 3Ð
ModifyEarlyExits shows the addition of these postponed
writes (store instructions) to the early exits.

3.1.2 WARio Middle End. The core tasks performed by
WARio are executed in the middle end. Each of the steps
(listed within light blue area in Figure 2) is explained below.
Loop Write Clusterer. This transformation aims at reducing the number of checkpoints in a loop that contains one
or more WAR violations. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode
of this transformation, and Figure 3 the resulting IR after
each step. Both figures are used to explain the transformation
in detail and provide a visual example.
Let us take as an example the unmodified loop code snippet in Figure 3. Directly inserting checkpoints, represented
by the orange box, results in one checkpoint per iteration 𝑖.
After applying the Loop Write Clusterer transformation,
the loop requires only 𝑖/𝑁 checkpoints when executing,
where 𝑁 is the unroll factor used during the transformation, provided during compilation2 . It does so by postponing write operations to NVM until the end of the unrolled
loopÐessentially combining the checkpoints required for
𝑁 iterations of the loop into a single checkpoint. First, the
transformation analyzes the input code using a PDG analyzer, such as [36], to collect all the memory dependencies
in the program. The transformation then collects all loops in
the program (denoted as 𝐿all in Algorithm 1). For each input
loop 𝐿 ∈ 𝐿all the Loop Write Clusterer checks whether
the loop is a candidate to be unrolled.
▶ Candidate Selection: Not all loops are candidates to have
their writes clustered. Most notably, to be a candidate (Line 3
in Algorithm 1), the loop must contain at least one WAR violation to cluster (Line 11). Otherwise, the loop will not have
any checkpoints to remove. Additionally, the write cluster
2 The

effect of 𝑁 on the unrolling effectiveness will be a part of WARio
evaluation presented in Section 5.2.4
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▶ Dependent Read Handling: When postponing all the
writes to the loop latch, WARio might attempt to move write
instructions past reads that depend on them, for example,
due to unrolled loop-carried dependencies. First, the transformation collects the read instructions that might depend on a
preceding write instruction, using RAW dependency information collected earlier through the PDG. If any of the reads
depend on one or more of the postponed writes that are now
no longer dominating the read (i.e., they now happen after
the read), they would result in reading incorrect information.
Therefore, if the read may depend on a postponed write, a
runtime check is inserted that compares the source address
of the read (load) instruction and the destination address
of the postponed write (store) instruction (Line 37 in Algorithm 1). If these are equal, the read is skipped (i.e., the value
is not retrieved from memory), and the register containing
the content of the postponed write is copied into the read
destination (Line 38 in Algorithm 1). On the other hand, if
the addresses are not equal, the original read is performed.
It might be the case that a read instruction may be dependent on multiple writes. In this case, the transformation adds
checks for each of the writes, passing its output as input
to the next check as shown in the InstrumentReads procedure in Algorithm 1. Figure 3ÐInstrumentReads, shows an
example where the load of variable 𝑐 may depend on the
store to variables 𝑎 and 𝑏, which were postponed (worst
case). Adding a runtime check introduces overhead, but it
is minimal compared to the time it takes to perform a complete checkpoint. However, there is a break-even point as
the number of checks added to each read instruction grows
depending on the number of aliasing writes before it.
▶ Checkpoint Placement: To illustrate the effect of the
Loop Write Clusterer, the last (dark blue) box in Figure 3,
shows the final loop IR with the addition of checkpoints.
When the loop is executing, the three iterations from the
original loop (now unrolled), containing the three WAR
violations, are resolved with only one checkpoint instead
of three.
▶ Correctness: When clusteringÐand therefore movingÐ
the WAR writes, we need to take appropriate steps to maintain correctness. First, when moving a write to a later unrolled loop iteration, we must ensure that the postponed
writes are written to NVM when the unrolled loop terminates early. The Early-exit Handling step guarantees that
all writes are executed by adding writebacks to every loop
exit. Second, when moving a write, we have to resolve all
reads that may depend on it, i.e., attempt to read memory
from the same address. The Dependent Read Handling step
assures that no incorrect read will occur by canceling the
write rescheduling or adding runtime checks and handling
to aliasing reads. Together, these steps force the Loop Write
Clusterer transformation to be conservative and semantically correct.

Algorithm 1: Loop Write Clusterer
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Algorithm LoopWriteCluster() :
for 𝐿 ∈ 𝐿all do
// Go through all program’s loops
if IsCandidate(𝐿 ) then
// See Line 7
𝐿′ ← UnrollLoop(𝐿 , 𝑁 )
// See Section 3.1.2
𝑊𝑠 , 𝑅𝑠 , 𝐸 ← Analyze(𝐿′ )
// See Line 17
Transform(𝑊𝑠 , 𝑅𝑠 , 𝐸 )
// See Line 24
Procedure IsCandidate(𝐿 ) :
𝐷 ← FindDependencies (𝐿 )
// Use the PDG
𝑊 ← FindWARs (𝐷 )
// Find initial WARs
𝐶 ← FindFunctionCalls (𝐿 )
// Find any function calls
if 𝑊 ≠ ∅ and 𝐶 = ∅ then
// If loop has WARs and no calls
for 𝑤 ∈ 𝑊 do
// For each WAR violation
if 𝐿latch not post-dominates 𝑤write then
return false
// Loop is not a candidate
return true
return false

// Loop is a candidate
// Loop is not a candidate

Procedure Analyze(𝐿 ) :
𝐷 ← FindDependencies (𝐿 )
// Use the PDG
𝑊 ← FindWARs (𝐷 )
// Extract WAR violations
𝑅 ← FindRAWs (𝐷 )
// Extract RAW dependencies
𝑅𝑠 ← ReadsToResolve (𝑊 , 𝑅 ) // Reads dependent on WAR writes
𝐸 ← ExitsToModify (𝑊𝑠 )
// Exit edges in the loop
return 𝑊𝑠 , 𝑅𝑠 , 𝐸
Procedure Transform(𝑊𝑠 , 𝑅𝑠 , 𝐸 ) :
PostponeWARs (𝑊𝑠 )
// Move the WAR writes to loop latch
ModifyExits (𝐸 , 𝑊𝑠 )
// Handle early exits (Line 28)
InstrumentReads (𝑅𝑠 )
// Handle dependent reads (Line 32)
Procedure ModifyExits(𝐸 , 𝑊𝑠 ) :
for 𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑠 do
// For each WAR violation
// Exit edges that follow the original write location
for 𝑒 ∈ ExitEdges (𝐸 , 𝑤write ) do
copy 𝑤write → 𝑒
// Insert copy of write in exit
Procedure InstrumentReads(𝑅𝑠 ) :
for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑠 do
// Go through all the dependent reads
𝑟 final ← 𝑟
// Track the last instrumented read
for 𝑤 ∈ AliasingWrites (𝑟 ) do
// Writes that alias read
if 𝑟 depends on 𝑤 then
// Create new instructions to handle the read
cmpinst = NewCompareInstruction(𝑟 addr , 𝑤addr )
selinst = NewSelectInstruction(selinst , 𝑤src , 𝑟 final )
𝑟 final = selinst
// Track the last read select
for 𝑢 ∈ usages 𝑟 do
replace 𝑢 with 𝑟 final

// Replace with final read select

Expander. A large number of checkpoints are caused
by function calls. Each function call must perform a checkpoint if it can modify any data on the callee stack. However,
more significantly, each function (regardless of the number
of arguments) needs at least one checkpoint when returning from a function that uses stack memory. The reason
for this is that an interrupt might trigger at any time, and
the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) will automatically push
(write) information on the stack causing a WAR violations
(Section 3.1.3ÐParagraph Epilog Optmizer). Strategically
inlining functions more aggressively than usual results in
fewer checkpoints caused by function calls and returns. In
addition, it aids the succeeding transformation by not having
a forced checkpoint location due to the function call.
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2 ClusterWARWrites

iter 3

The loop is unrolled 3x

start

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
if <cond>: br exit
%1 = load b
%y = add 1, %1
if <cond>: br exit
%2 = load c
%z = add 1, %2
store %x, a
store %y, b
store %z, c
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop

The WAR writes are
moved to the end of the
loop

checkpoint placement

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
store %x, a
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
<checkpoint>
store %x, a
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop

WAR

unmodified loop
WAR

Loop Write Clustering (WARio)

iter 2

iter 1

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
store %x, a
if <cond>: br exit
%1 = load b
%y = add 1, %1
store %y, b
if <cond>: br exit
%2 = load c
%z = add 1, %2
store %z, c
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop

clustered

1 UnrollLoop

direct placement
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3 ModifyEarlyExits

4 InstrumentReads

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
if <cond>: br early_exit_a
%1 = load b
%y = add 1, %1
if <cond>: br early_exit_b
%2 = load c
%z = add 1, %2
store %x, a
store %y, b
store %z, c
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop
early_exit_a:
store %x, a
br exit
early_exit_b:
store %x, a
store %y, b
br exit

Early exit conditions are handled
by introducing additional stores
that are not executed in the
common case

(state of the art)

loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
if <cond>: br early_exit_a
if &b == &a: %1 = %x
else: %1 = load b
%y = add 1, %1
if <cond>: br early_exit_b
if &c == &a: %2 = %x
elif &c == &b: %2 = %y
else: %2 = load c
%z = add 1, %2
store %x, a
store %y, b
store %z, c
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop
early_exit_a:
store %x, a
br exit
early_exit_b:
store %x, a
store %y, b
br exit

If the load from c may depend on
the clustered store to a and/or b a
runtime check is added for each
dependency

checkpoint placement
loop:
%0 = load a
%x = add 1, %0
if <cond>: br early_exit_a
if &b == &a: %1 = %x
else: %1 = load b
%y = add 1, %1
if <cond>: br early_exit_b
if &c == &a: %2 = %x
elif &c == &b: %2 = %y
else: %2 = load c
%z = add 1, %2
<checkpoint>
store %x, a
store %y, b
store %z, c
if <cond>: br exit
else: br loop
early_exit_a:
<checkpoint>
store %x, a
br exit
early_exit_b:
<checkpoint>
store %x, a
store %y, b
br exit

One checkpoint for iter 1, iter 2
and iter 3 in UnrollLoop
(if there are no early exits)

Figure 3. Code blocks of a simplified version of the IR of the loop, where variables starting with a ’%’ denote registers,
’<cond>’ is the condition that terminates the loop, ’br’ branches to a label. The ’exit’ label and IR (not important for the
transformation) are omitted. The unmodified loop is directly instrumented with checkpoints (orange box) by Ratchet [57], i.e.
the state of the art system. In this example WARio applies the Loop Write Clusterer transformation (light blue) to reduce
the required checkpoints from one per iteration to one every three iterations, as shown in the last code block (dark blue).
Write Clusterer. The goal of the Write Clusterer, just
as the Loop Write Clusterer, is to reduce the number
of checkpoints inserted by clustering write operations belonging to WAR violations together. Doing so will cause
the Checkpoint Inserter to resolve more WAR violations
using a single checkpoint. Instead of the aggressively clustering used by the Loop Write Clusterer, the write cluster
does not insert any runtime checks. The Write Clusterer
analyses the individual basic blocks of the IR and looks for
instances such as in Figure 1 (left), where multiple WAR violations are not dependent on each other. If this is the case,
the Write Clusterer clusters the writes of the WAR violations as in Figure 1 (right). Doing so reduces the number of
required checkpoints by handling multiple WAR violations
with one checkpoint.

WAR violations resolved by these forced checkpoints. The
remaining WAR violations are resolved by inserting checkpoints between the read and the write of a WAR violation.
Where to place a checkpoint is a crucial decision, as a single
checkpoint can resolve multiple WAR violations if placed
correctly. The transformation converts each of the remaining WAR violations to a set of locations that resolve that
WAR violation. Next, a cost is associated with all the potential checkpoint locations, primarily depending on the loop
depth. The resulting sets of potential locations are used in a
greedy minimal hitting set algorithm [11, Section 4.2.1] to
find a set of checkpoint locations that resolve all the WAR
violations. This technique was also used by Ratchet [57].
Both write postponing transformation discussed before are
effective because they reschedule the write instructions so
that the hitting set algorithm can resolve multiple WAR violations with a single checkpoint. Therefore, the hitting set
algorithm would result in fewer overall checkpoint locations
and is integral to the system’s performance.

PDG Checkpoint Inserter. After transforming the IR
during the previously described transformations, the next
and final step is to insert checkpoints to break all the remaining WAR violations. The goal of a checkpoint is to save
the current volatile state of the system in a way that it can
continue operation after a power failure at that point. A
checkpoint saves all the volatile-state of the system in NVM.
For WARio, a checkpoint contains only the state of the registers, as the main memory is completely NV. Doing this is a
multi-step process similar to that of [57]. For each function in
the program, the transformation collects all the WAR dependencies. Next, the transformation collects all the locations
of forced checkpoints, e.g., at function calls, and removes

3.1.3 WARio Back End. The final steps of the code transformation are performed by the back end. All steps (listed
within the dark blue area in Figure 2) are explained below.
Hitting Set Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter. Up to this
point, WARio targeted memory dependencies in the middle
end of the compiler. However, to safely support intermittent
execution, all WARs to NVM must be handled with a checkpoint, including those that arise in the compiler’s back end.
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delay consists of only a small amount of instructions.3 This
epilog optimization results in only one inserted function epilog checkpoint before the last stack pointer adjustment to
avoid interrupt-related WAR violations, instead of up to
three in [57], reducing the penalty of function calls.

During the register allocation phase, the back end may run
out of empty registers and move (spill) some of these registers to a stack slot on the stack. The accesses to the NV stack
can introduce new WAR violations. These WAR violations
are resolved by first forcing the compiler not to reuse any
stack slot during the register allocations phase; after this,
only a loop can cause a write after a read to one of these slots.
Instead of placing a checkpoint before a write to a stack slot
that causes a WAR, as is the case in Ratchet [57]. WARio’s
Hitting Set Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter handles inserting checkpoints by applying the same algorithm
as the middle end. A minimum hitting set algorithm [11,
Section 4.2.1] selects the checkpoint locations, not using
memory information provided by the PDG, as this information is not available during this compilation stage, but by using the known stack slot locations. Strategically placing the
checkpoints to handle more WAR violations per checkpoint
dramatically reduces the number of checkpoints introduced
in the back end, caused by the register pressure increases
following Write Clusterer and Loop Write Clusterer
transformations. It is, therefore, a vital component of WARio
that allows the checkpoint reduction achieved in the middle
end to propagate through the back end.

4 WARio Implementation
We now proceed with the implementation details of WARio’s
architecture presented in Section 3.
4.1 Target Architecture
We implemented WARio for the popular 32-bit ARM CortexM processor architecture [6], but with on-chip mixed (volatile
and non-volatile) main memory, such as the recent Ambiq
Apollo4 Blue [3]. WARio’s main memory resides in the NVM,
including all global- and stack-allocated variables. Only the
processor configuration, e.g., peripheral configurations, and
the registers, are volatile. Therefore, only the register’s state
is being stored during a checkpoint.4
4.2 Selected Compiler and PDG Analyzer
We chose LLVM version 9.0.1 [41] as the compiler on top of
which WARio is built. For the PDG analysis and loop transformation abstractions WARio uses NOELLE [36] (commit
fc36051).

Idempotent Stack Pop Converter. The remaining WAR
violations caused in the back end are due to pop instructions.
When executing a pop instruction, the stack variables are
first loaded (read) into registers, and then the stack pointer is
adjusted. Assuming an interrupt happens, the processor will
automatically push some registers on the stack and jump to
the interrupt service routine. The act of pushing (writing)
data to the stack causes a WAR violation concerning the
stack. Resolving these WAR violations is done the same way
as in Ratchet [57], breaking all pop instructions into (i) first
loading the memory into registers, then (ii) performing a
checkpoint, and finally (iii) adjusting the stack pointer.

4.3 WARio Middle End Transformations
We proceed with the description of all IR transformations
performed by WARio.
Loop Write Clusterer.
Using abstractions provided by NOELLE this transformation iterates over all loops in the program. For each loop, it
performs the algorithm described in 3.1.2ÐParagraph Loop
Write Clusterer. The unrolling factor 𝑁 is a compiletime flag provided to WARio. The default unroll factor used
to assess WARio performance is 𝑁 = 8, which we found
experimentallyÐrefer to Section 5.2.4.

Epilog Optimizer. Because of the aforementioned checkpoints required to absolve all the pop instructions from WAR
violations, the epilog of any functions contains at least one
checkpoint whenever it uses stack memory. However, often
the stack pointer is not adjusted in one go when a function
returns. Factors such as the use of a frame pointer and other
back end implementation-specific causes can induce more
stack pointer adjustments, leading to an equal number of
additional checkpoints. As a final transformation just before
the code generation phase, WARio analyzes the epilogs of all
the functions and will reduce the required number of checkpoints during the epilog to just one, whenever possible. It
does so by temporarily postponing any incoming interrupts
until after the stack adjustment, eliminating the chance of
an interrupt allocating on the stack and therefore eliminating WAR violations. Doing this will result in a longer delay
between the interrupt arrival and handling. However, the

Expander. This transformation goes over all the functions
in the input program twice. Firstly, it creates a list of functions containing pointers. These functions are candidates
to be inlined, as they might aid in the later transformations.
Secondly, the Expander goes through all the calls in every
function. If a function call is in a loop without any sub-loopsÐ
and appears in the list of candidate functionsÐthe Expander
inlines the function call into the caller.
Write Clusterer. This transformation uses the WAR violation results from the PDG to collect potential WAR clustering candidates. The WAR writes (store instructions of
3 As

WARio targets intermittent computing, where the device might power
off at any time, this delay in interrupt handling is not a concern.
4 We emphasize that peripherals are not addressed in this work. We refer to
Section 6 for further discussion.
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LLVM) of these WAR violations are then clustered as described in Section 3.1.2ÐParagraph Write Clusterer.
PDG Checkpoint Insterter. Finding the checkpoint locations happens as described in Section 3.1.2ÐParagraph
PDG Checkpoint Inserter. The transformation uses PDG information provided by NOELLE to find the WAR violations
in the program. Next, the transformation inserts checkpoint
intrinsics, i.e., special placeholder instructions that signify
the back end to insert a checkpoint at that location, at all the
checkpoint locations selected by the hitting set algorithm.

and re-enabling them afterwards. During the period where
the interrupts are disabled, which usually lasts a few instructions, interrupts are not lost but set as pending. After the
interrupts are re-enabled, any pending interrupt will trigger.
4.5

Checkpoints

All the previously discussed transformations do not actually
insert checkpoint calls directly. Instead, they insert checkpoint intrinsics happens just before the code generation in
the compiler’s back end. The checkpoints themselves are assembly routines. As the main memory is NV, the checkpoint
only includes the current state of the (live) registers. However, one can not simply copy the content of the registers to
a reserved location in NVM, as this would lead to a corrupt
checkpoint if the power fails during the creation of a said
checkpoint. Instead, in order to be incorruptible, the checkpoint has to be double buffered in NVM, as in other software
support systems for intermittently-powered devices, e.g. [26,
Section 3], [60, Section 3.4].

4.4 WARio Back End Transformations
We need to stress that inserting checkpoints to avoid WAR
violations to physical NVM is a task ‘close’ to the actual
hardware, which can only be handled by the back end. Not
all WAR violations can be discovered and resolved in the
middle end of the compiler. Therefore, the final step is to
resolve all the WAR violations in the compiler’s back end.
The reason for not resolving all WARs directly in the back
end is that information on, e.g., detailed memory dependency
from the PDG, is accessible only in the middle end.
Hitting Set Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter. The first
cause of WAR violations in the back end is handled by the
Hitting Set Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter, which
occurs after the register allocation. During the LLVM register allocation -no-stack-slot-sharing option is used to
disallow the reuse of stack slots. The remaining stack spills
can only cause a WAR violation if they occur in a loop,
caused by re-executing a basic block that re-uses the stack
slot. The transformation goes through all the stack slot accesses in the LLVM Machine IR and checks for non-handled
WAR violations, i.e., violations not already handled by checkpoints inserted in the middle end. Instead of inserting checkpoints before the stack slot writes of remaining WARs, as in
Ratchet [57, Section 4.1], WARio implements a minimum hitting set algorithm similar to what is used in the middle end
(Section 4ÐParagraph PDG Checkpoint Inserter) to reduce
the required checkpoints needed to eliminate all WARs.
Idempotent Stack Pop Converter. The other cause of
WAR violations in the back end occurs during the final frame
lowering step as discussed in Section 3.1.3ÐParagraph Idempotent Stack Pop Converter. WARio implements this step for
the Thumb-2 [5] back end in LLVM, instead of the Thumb
back end used in Ratchet (as we found out in its source
code [22]), in order to support the Cortex-M [6].
Epilog Optimizer. The Thumb-2 back end in LLVM inserts up to three different stack pointer modifications during
the epilog of a function to restore (i) callee saved registers,
(ii) the frame pointer, and (iii) other allocated stack memory. To handle all these potential WAR violations with a
single checkpoint instead of three, we exploit a trait of target
Cortex-M architecture. Namely, (i) temporarily disabling the
global interrupts before the stack-pointer adjustment, and (ii)

4.6

Compilation Process

Creating the intermittently-executable code is as simple as
replacing LLVM’s clang [39] with our dedicated WARio
compilation script, denoted as iclang. iclang orchestrates
the different compiler transformations without any user intervention. Within iclang the programmer can also specify
a compilation path that can be selected from all possible
ones shown in Figure 2. iclang compiles the C program
without any transformations using gllvm version 1.3.0 [45].
This compilation stage creates the whole-program IR file
from multiple C project files which is then used as an input to the WARio. Additionally, before the Loop Write
Clusterer, a basic inlining transformation (using LLVMspecific opt -always-inline -inline command) is executed. Also, before the Expander transformation the userspecified optimization level (e.g., -O2, -O3) is applied. After
all needed transformations the WARio generates the ELF program binary, which can be then executed on a intermittenltypowered device.

5 WARio Evaluation
We now proceed with the evaluation of WARio vis-á-vis stateof-the-art compiler-based software system for intermittentlypowered devices. WARio, together with all supporting code
to gather and process the evaluation results is available via
an open-source repository [38] and as an artifact [37].
5.1

Evaluation Setup

We begin with the outline. We will justify implementation
choices aimed at the correct assessment of WARio.
5.1.1 Target Processor Platform. WARio performance
was measured using a custom-built emulator for ARM CortexM processors with on-chip byte addressable NVM. During
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WARio’s development, the only such processor announced
commercially was the Ambiq Apollo4 Blue [3], which was
not yet available at the time of writing this article due to the
ongoing chip shortage started in 2021 [9].

As described in Section 4.6, all benchmarks use the same
compilation pipeline: from plain C to complete WARio. When
a certain transformation is disabled for a specific benchmark compilation (see Section 5.1.3), the IR passes through
this specific transformation without any modifications. All
benchmarks are compiled using the -O3 optimization level of
LLVM. Furthermore, the loop unroll factor in the Loop Write
Clusterer transformation is 𝑁 = 8, which we empirically
found, as will be presented in Section 5.2.4.

Why Processor Emulation is Needed. The reason for
using emulation is threefold. First, an emulator enables us
to collect detailed information about the processor status
without inserting additional code for data collection (such
as variable increments at a traced event). Such code inserts
would alter the evaluation results on actual hardware. Simply, these new variables manipulations would introduce additional WAR dependencies to resolve, which were not part
of the input benchmark code and should therefore not be
counted. Second, emulation enables us to verify the absence
of WAR violations during execution by checking all memory
accesses in the emulator. Finally, it allows us to evaluate
WARio without requiring the delayed Ambiq Apollo4 Blue.
We emphasize that processor emulation is a common assessment strategy in many works targeting software systems for
intermittently-powered devices. Examples are [57, Section
4.2], [21, Section 6], [34, Section 5.1], and [33, Section 6.1].

5.1.3 Software Environments. We evaluate all benchmarks, listed in Section 5.1.2, in the following software environments. Justification for our selection of these environments is outlined in Section 7.
WARio and its Components. Benchmarks are evaluated
by a WARio and by WARio with Expander. We also evaluate
individual transformations of WARio, as listed in Figure 2, i.e.
Loop Write Clusterer, Expander, Write Clusterer and
Epilog Optimizer. Note that the Checkpoint Inserter,
the basic version of the Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter,
and the Idempotent Stack Pop Converter transformations are always required to create a program that can execute intermittently and are included in all the other WARio
transformations. In addition, the Hitting Set Stack Spill
Checkpoint Inserter includes optimized checkpoint placement algorithm that uses a minimum hitting set to aid the
write clustering transformations (Section 3.1.3ÐParagraph
Stack Spill Checkpoint Inserter). This advanced version is enabled during all WARio benchmarks, except for the
Epilog Optimization (not to impact its results).

Emulator Architecture. The developed emulator is based
on the Unicorn [44] CPU emulator version 1.0.3, which itself
is based on the QEMU emulator [42]. Unicorn was selected
for reasons of (i) native support of the ARM Cortex-M family [6], (ii) support of the Thumb-2 instruction set [5, Section
1.2.1] (which is needed for ARM Cortex-M) and (iii) ability
to extend the emulator with new features. Specifically, the
features we built on top of Unicorn are as follows.
▶ Performance Statistics Collection: The emulator enables to collect information on (i) the number of executed
clock cycles, (ii) the number and cause of checkpoints, (iii)
the number of clock cycles between two consecutive checkpoints, and (iv) where checkpoints occurred in the code. For
the pipeline refill-based instructions of ARM Cortex-M4 [2,
Section 3.3.1] we calculate the approximate number of executed clock cycles using our implementation of the threestage instruction pipeline used by Cortex-M processors.
▶ WAR Violation Absence Verification: Our emulator performs the same verification of the absence of WAR violations
as in [34, Section 5.2] with one main modification. The work
of [34] checked only the middle end code, excluding the
processor specific back end. Our WAR violation verification
is build into the emulator, which allows us to detect WAR
violations also in the back end and in any assembly code.

Ratchet. Ratchet [57] is the only completely compilerbased software environment for intermittently-powered devices, i.e. operating fully in the middle and back end of the
compiler, without runtime memory logging as e.g. [26, 32],
or source instrumentation, as e.g. [26, 31, 60]. Ratchet also addresses all features (➊ś➎) listed at the beginning of Section 3.
During the evaluation we use an unaltered version of the
Ratchet middle end available via [22], and re-implemented
the back end to support the Thumb-2 instruction set [5, Section 1.2.1] needed for ARM Cortex-M family [6], as we remarked already in Section 5.1.1.
R-PDG. Additionally, we designed and implemented a
version of Ratchet [57], denoted as R-PDG, that uses the
PDG information provided in NOELLE [36] for checkpoint
insertion, instead of the built-in aliasing information available in LLVM. This adaptation to Ratchet is made to evaluate
only the effect of WARio transformations while excluding
the added benefit of using PDG information.

5.1.2 Software Benchmarks. The first software benchmark used in the evaluation is CoreMark [16], an industrygrade benchmark for measuring CPU performance in embedded systems. Additionally, we have used the following
programs from the MiBench [19] suite: CRC, SHA, and Dijkstra. We have also used picojpeg [17] and Tiny AES [43] to
represent two real-world libraries for embedded platforms.

Non-instrumented Plain C Code. Finally, plain C (noninstrumented version) of all benchmarks are executed. They
will be treated as the ultimate reference to all benchmarks
run in all software environments listed above.
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5.1.4 Energy Traces. We evaluate WARio considering the
following power supply cases.
▶ Continuous Power: This case is required to measure execution time overhead from checkpoint insertions and code
transformations for all software environments.
▶ Intermittent Power with Predefined Pattern: For a single scenario a fixed power on period is repeated until a given
benchmark completes its execution.
▶ Intermittent Power with Measured Traces: We have
run our emulator following two example empirical voltage
traces measured at the output of an actual energy harvester
of a battery-free embedded device. The preexisting traces
used in our evaluation, available via [47], were initially used
in the evaluation of Mementos [49]: one of the first software
frameworks for battery-free intermittently-powered devices.
5.2

we have used R-PDG as a reference point for the evaluation. In Figure 5, R-PDG represents the starting point for
each benchmark, i.e., it represents 100% of the checkpoints.
Each WARio transformation aims to reduce the number of
executed checkpoints relative to R-PDG, represented by the
total height of each stacked bar.
Inspecting individual benchmarks, Dijkstra execution time
is almost non-visible in Figure 4. This is because of few WAR
violations occur in Dijkstra. This is shown by the data gathered for Dijkstra seen in Figure 5, where the numver of reduced checkpoints (except for function exit) at each WARio
transformation is not decreasing. For CRC, on the other
hand, there are no middle end checkpoints to optimizeÐthis
is the reason for smallest improvement from WARio with
Expander compared to other benchmarks. Benchmarks that
benefit most from WARio’s write clustering are SHA and Tiny
AES, because both benchmarks contain many loop operations. Specifically, for SHA and Tiny AES reduction of middle
end WAR checkpoints after the Loop Write Clusterer is
≈60% and ≈70%, respectively.
Inspecting individual compiler transformation, the gain
from the use of Expander is not significant, or is even slightly
detrimental, as in the case for Tiny AES. The reason is as
follows. Expander attempts to guess what functions are
good to inline and sometimes this guess is inaccurate (see
Section 3.1.2ÐExpander). To really benefit from Expander,
WARio would need a code profiling information. The Epilog
Optimizer reduces checkpoints for benchmarks with many
exits; CRC benefits from this significantly.
The middle end is the main focus of WARio transformations. These, however, can lead to an increase in register
spills due to the increased register pressure. However, as we
observe, the reduction in the number of middle-end checkpoints heavily outweighs the increased number of checkpoints in the back end. This is seen in Figure 5 for CoreMark,
SHA and Tiny AES, comparing the number of back end checkpoints with and without the transformations.

Evaluation Results

With the evaluation setup introduced, we are ready to present
the evaluation results of WARio.
5.2.1 Execution Time. First, we measured execution time
for all benchmarks (listed in Section 5.1.2) executed by all
software environments (listed in Section 5.1.3). All results
were normalized to the execution time of non-instrumented
plain C code versions of each benchmark.5 The results are
presented in Figure 4.
The core message of this evaluation is that the average
execution time for all benchmarks with WARio (blue dashed
line in Figure 4) is reduced by 45.6% compared to average
execution time for Ratchet (gray dotted line in Figure 4) and
27.7% compared to R-PDG (gray dashed line in Figure 4). Average per-benchmark overhead reduction by using WARio
was also significant. WARio with Expander reduced the overhead of Ratchet and R-PDG by 58.1% and 44.3%, respectively.
The above numbers demonstrate that WARio reduces checkpointing overhead on intermittently powered devices.
5.2.2 Checkpoint Cause. Figure 4 shows also how beneficial each compiler transformation is (see Section 5.1.3).
We see that each benchmark benefits differently from each
transformation. To shed more light into this observation we
gathered more statistics. For the same setup as in Figure 4,
we recorded the number of inserted checkpoints that were
executed and what caused them. The result is presented in
Figure 5. Specifically, we gathered how many checkpoints
were caused by the (i) back end WAR dependency, (ii) middle
end WAR dependency, (iii) function entry, and (iv) function
exit. Ratchet is not present in Figure 5 because the number of
checkpoints compared to other software environments listed
in Section 5.1.3 is disproportionately high. In other words
it is far worse than its improved version R-PDG. Therefore

5.2.3 Code Size. Next, we measured the overhead in terms
of extra .text size in the ELF of (i) Ratchet, (ii) WARio, and
(iii) WARio with the Expander transformation compared
to the non-instrumented (original C) versions. These measurements, presented in Table 2, show the code-size penalty
associated with WARio’s speedup demonstrated in Figure 4.
The average code-size increase of Ratchet and WARio are
nearly identical. Per-benchmark overhead mainly depends
on the number of checkpoints inserted in the code and they
are rather consistent between Ratchet and WARio (except for
AESÐadvantageous for WARio and for AESÐadvantageous
for Ratchet). This suggests that not only WARio performs
better than Ratchet, and attains this without any extra code
footprint penalty. The code size is not significantly affected,
even though WARio removes many checkpoints (as demonstrated in Figure 5) because a checkpoint is a simple jump

5 Note,

however, that C-only code is incapable of maintaining forward
progress on intermittently-powered device with volatile/non-volatile memory architecture.
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Figure 4. Execution time for all benchmarks for Ratchet [22], R-PDG (i.e. improved PDG-based version of Ratchet, see
Section 5.1.3) and various components of WARio (per isolated WARio compiler transformation, complete WARio and WARio
with Expander [see Section 3.1.2]). All results are normalized to the uninstrumented C version of each benchmark, i.e. the
lower bound of execution time of each benchmark.

picojpeg

Figure 5. Analysis of the checkpoint cause for the corresponding benchmarks presented in Figure 4. Each stacked bar, per
benchmark, represents the reduction of checkpoints compared to R-PDG, representing 100%. As the bars for Ratchet are
excluded from the figure due to the scale difference, the reduction in the number of executed checkpoints compared to Ratchet
is shown separately in Table 1. Each bar consists of four segments, indicated by the different hashing applied. The different
segments depict the checkpoint causes: function exit, function entry, back end, or middle end.
Table 1. The difference in total number of executed checkpoints by WARio compared to Ratchet.

instruction to the checkpoint routine. Hence, removing a
checkpoint only removes a single instruction from the executable. Additionally, WARio sometimes adds additional
instructions while executing the write clustering transformations. On the other hand, adding the Expander transformation to WARio does increase in the average code size.
Note that Expander does not always translate to an increase
in performance, as seen in Figure 4. The reason for Expander
increases the code is because of inlining functions duplicates.
Next, we investigate how large the loop unroll factor 𝑁
should be. The result are presented in Figure 6. For this experiment we chose a subset of benchmarks that benefited
most from Loop Write Clusterer, i.e. SHA and Tiny AES,
see again Figure 5. We measured the total number of checkpoints (top part of the figure) and execution time overhead
reduction (bottom part of the figure) compared to benchmark
with 𝑁 = 1, i.e. no unrolling, as a function of 𝑁 .

WARio

WARio + Expander

CoreMark
SHA
CRC
Tiny AES
Dijkstra
picojpeg

-36.6%
-88.6%
-33.5%
-74.5%
-18.7%
-33.6%

-56.0%
-87.8%
-33.5%
-71.5%
-18.7%
-33.7%

average

-47.6%

-50.2%

Table 2. Per-benchmark code-size increase compared to the
original C version (without intermittent computing support).

5.2.4 Loop Unroll Factor. The first observation is that
as 𝑁 reaches a certain point, the percentage of checkpoint
reduction stalls. Simply, there need to be checkpoints for
intermittent system to work correctly. However, unrolling a
selected loop for loop write clustering. On average, steady
state (for both number of checkpoints as well as overhead)
is reached when the number of checkpoints in the middle
end is reduced from ≈80% to ≈40%. These factors also cause
the overhead to fluctuate when the unroll factor 𝑁 becomes

Ratchet

WARio

WARio + Expander

CoreMark
SHA
CRC
Tiny AES
Dijkstra
picojpeg

+39.6%
+33.2%
+8.4%
+16.2%
+7.9%
+5.2%

+38.7%
+33.4%
+7.8%
+12.1%
+8.2%
+11.9%

+67.9%
+62.3%
+7.8%
+37.7%
+8.2%
+13.4%

average

+18.4%

+18.7%

+32.9%

large, as these added checks and checkpoints in the back end
will outweigh the reduction of checkpoints in the middle end.
The ideal unroll factor for these specific benchmarks appears
to be ≈ 𝑁 = 8. Therefore, 𝑁 = 8 has been selected for all the
other experiments, as we remarked already in Section 5.1.2.
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Ratchet
R-PDG

1.0
idempotent region size
(clock cycles)

60

SHA back end
Tiny AES back end
CoreMark back end
average back end

max

SHA middle end
Tiny AES middle end
CoreMark middle end
average middle end

80

40
20
0
100

0

SHA execution time
Tiny AES execution time

12

4

6

CoreMark execution time
average execution time

8 10
15
20
25
loop write clusterer unroll factor N

30

0.8
160
0.6
120
0.4
80
0.2
40

35

Figure 6. The effect of the loop write clustering transformation factor 𝑁 on the overhead and number of checkpoints for
three example benchmarks. 𝑁 = 2 already gives a substantial
improvement, while approximately 𝑁 = 8 provides the most
benefit.

3476
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0.6
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0.4
100
0.2
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0.2
1.0 1134
1135
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50

idempotent region size
(clock cycles)

overhead (%)
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0

0.4
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0.6

0

2414
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8 MHz→ 25µs
50 MHz→ 4µs
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2420
2400

1.0

1987
2423
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1800
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1200
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600

30

0

12285

12284

320

1134

Tiny AES
0.2

12284

45176
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0
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8MHz→ 5.6ms
50MHz→ 0.9ms

0.8
picojpeg

1.0

Figure 7. Idempotent region size for all considered benchmarks and software environments. Data is presented as a
box plot, where maximum values are given at the top of each
benchmark’s result.

5.2.5 Impact of Power Intermittency. We measured the
size of the idempotent sections, i.e., the number of CPU clock
cycles between two checkpoints during execution. Figure 7
shows the results for Ratchet, R-PDG, and WARio (complete).
The median (white line) does not increase significantly. As expected, the 75th percentile (top of the box) and mean (white
triangle) increase for most benchmarks. Most importantly,
we see that (on average) the maximum idempotent region
size is not significantly affected by the removal of over half
of the checkpoints. In some cases, e.g., SHA, the maximum
idempotent section size did increase dramatically. However,
even with this increase, the required power on time is approximately 5.6 ms or 0.9 ms with a processor speed of 8 MHz or
50 MHz, respectively. WARio removes checkpoints at locations where idempotent sections are generally small, e.g., in a
loop body or during the epilogue of a function, often leaving
the large idempotent sections unmodified. Therefore, WARio
does not significantly increase a device’s required minimum
power-on time to maintain forward progress as compared
with Ratchet [57]. We note that additional research is needed
to automatically reduce large regions to sustain forward
progress for systems requiring even lower minimum power
on time. However, the WARs remain protected, preventing
inconsistencies due to power failures even in this case.
Furthermore, we executed the same benchmarks using
different power on/power off patterns, as specified in Section 5.1.4, until completion. The overhead the intermittent
execution introduces is composed of three factors: (i) the
processor boot procedure execution, (ii) the last successful
checkpoint restoration, and (iii) re-execution of the code
between the last checkpoint and the location of the power
failure. The first two factors are constant, but the third factor depends on where the power failure happened in the

idempotent region. Table 3 shows this overhead as a percentage of the total execution time. For all the benchmarks, this
overhead is minimal. Even with very short power on times
of 2 ms (at a processor clock speed of 50 MHz), the average
overhead is less than 1% compared to continuous power.

6 Discussion
Location-specific Checkpoints. WARio does not place
checkpoints that are user- or application-specific, e.g. to
guarantee that inter-checkpoint (idempotent region) time is
not larger than certain number of cycles. On the other hand,
the number of checkpoints placed by WARio is great enough
that extra checkpoints might not be necessary, see Figure 7.
Sensing Applications and Use of Peripherals. WARio
does not target sensing-based applications, that require interaction with the peripherals. This is a problem which needs to
be solved separately, for example using special libraries [25,
Section 3.4], which can be used in combination with WARio.
Code Profiling. WARio would benefit from a code profiler. Specifically, code profiling would improve both checkpoint placement and the effectiveness of the Expander. We
leave the design of code profiling for the future.
Just In Time Checkpoints. Instead of inserting checkpoints to resolve WAR violations, the Just In Time strategy
inserts them based on the developer-specified storage capacitor voltage threshold. This strategy brings some downsides.
The incoming energy can be highly unpredictable [49, Figure
1], which means that the configured voltage level does not
directly correlate to the amount of execution time left.6 In
6 The time between reaching the configured voltage level of the comparator,
and when the system experiences a power failure, can highly fluctuate, even
for a predictable energy harvesting source [25, Section 6.4].
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Table 3. Code re-execution overhead in percentage for WARio with Expander compared to the continuously-powered
version, O, and number of observed power failures during benchmark execution, P, per different power on cycles.
power on duration
clock cycles
50 000
100 000
1 000 000
5 000 000

CoreMark

time at {8 MHz, 50 MHz}
{6.2 ms, 1 ms}
{12.5 ms, 2 ms}
{125 ms, 20 ms}
{625 ms, 100 ms}

trace 𝜶
trace 𝜷

SHA

CRC

Tiny AES

Dijkstra

picojpeg

O
0.24%
0.14%
0.01%
0.00%

P
127
63
6
1

O
2.87%
2.87%
2.78%
0.00%

P
380
190
19
3

O
7.25%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

P
1
0
0
0

O
0.23%
0.09%
0.00%
0.00%

P
7
3
0
0

O
1.70%
0.86%
0.07%
0.02%

P
1135
563
55
11

O
0.18%
0.09%
0.01%
0.00%

P
2624
1310
130
26

0.00%
0.00%

3
1

0.04%
0.00%

8
2

0.00%
0.00%

0
0

0.00%
0.00%

0
0

0.04%
0.01%

27
5

0.00%
0.00%

66
13

✜

Time (for a given processor frequency) is provided as a reference for two example processor clock speedsÐ8 MHz (i.e. speed at which internal
FRAM of TI MSP430 [55] runs on a maximum speed) and 50 MHz.

Table 4. WARio compared against state-of-the-art intermittent execution support systems.
system
Mementos [49]
MPatch [13]
Chinchilla [32]
TICS [26]
InK [60]
Rachet [57]
WARio

non-volatile
main memory

register-only
checkpoint

no runtime
memory log

✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes
✓ yes
∼ partially
✓ yes
✓ yes

✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes
✗ no3
✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes

✓ yes
✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
∼ partially
✓ yes
✓ yes

incorruptible

✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes
✓ yes

C language
support

compilerbased

codeaware

codetransf.

✓ yes
✓ yes
∼ partially2
✓ yes
✗ no✿
✓ yes
✓ yes

✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes
✓ yes♠
✗ no
✓ yes
✓ yes

✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes
✓ yes

✗ no
✗ no
∼ partially
✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes

ARM
support

✓ yes
✓ yes
✗ no
✗ no
✗ no
✓ yes✤
✓ yes

Does not support any form of recursion [26]. 3 The active stack segment is included in the checkpoint. ♠ Source code instrumentation combined with a
segmented stack implementation in the TI MSP430 [55] GCC [40] back end [26]. ✿ A C-style domain specific language for energy-task programming [26,
Section 5.4]. ✤ Only Thumb instruction subset, no Thumb-2 support [22].
2

such a system, the configured voltage threshold must set to
the worst case, as even one missed checkpoint can cause a
WAR violation, corrupting the system’s memory.

’cache’ some data in volatile memory if that data is both
generated and used in one idempotent section, as in [33].

8 Conclusions

7 Related Work

We have presented WARio: a set of compiler transformations that generate a binary which can be safely executed
on intermittently-powered platforms. WARio injects checkpoints to resolve Write After Read violations but does it
only after transforming the input code, moving ‘Write‘ operations from individual WAR operations closer together,
effectively reducing the number of required checkpointsÐin
turn, reducing checkpoint overhead.

The main (and only) system we can compare WARio to was
Ratchet [57]. Nonetheless, this is not the only system available, as presented in Section 2. The most concrete comparison
is given in Table 4. We also refer to [7, Table 1], [60, Table
1], [13, Table 2], for similar comparisons.
Loop Transformations. Early works considering the
macro-level idea of instruction relocation and loop unrolling,
however with specifics different from WARio, include [14]
(in the context of an automatic coarsening the granularity of
locks [by making one lock for multiple objects that can be
accessed together] for the data manipulated by a program
in a parallel computing system) and [28] (in the context
of increasing instruction-level parallelism for processor instruction scheduling). Some volatile memory-based systems,
e.g., [59], have introduced counters into loops to check when
to create a checkpoint. Sadly, this does not work when the
main memory is NV. Some form of loop-result buffering for
task-based AI systems programmed using a special DSL was
introduced in [18]. However, this approach does not work
for general-purpose C-based applications.
Extensions of WARio. Other works can enhance WARio
by tackling other optimizations. For instance, WARio can
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